PROPOSITION: To better understand what is helpful in everyday life we must remember BOTH aspects of all humans: all are sinful and all were created in the image of God!

I. Who are we as humans?

   A. Created in God’s image
      Gen 1:26-27 (Gen 5:1 & 9:6)

   B. Sinners by action and nature
      Rom 3:22b-23, 9:7:18

   C. Image of God defaced not erased
      Gen 9:6; James 3:9-10

   D. Not basically good but can do good
      Matt 7:9-11

II. How this helps us in everyday life

   A. Humans sinfulness calls us to ...

   B. The image of God in all calls us to …

   C. ____________________________

   D. No environment determines a person (if time)
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